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Non-traditional avenues to higher education have been
offered in Australia for over twenty years and

tract students from a wide range of backgrounds.
These avenues include preparatory programs. Based on
the preliminary findings from research conducted with

participants enrolled in a pre-university
preparatory program, this paper illustrates how the

of individual learning styles can act as a
catalyst in helping students change their

of themselves as learners. Cranton's
(2002) facets of transformation have been used as a
framework to support the notion of perspective
transformation having occurred. Initial data
analysis findings suggest that in gaining a greater
understanding of personal limitations to their

juxtaposed with the recognition and
appreciation of individual learning strategies that
do work, students can revise the perspective they
have about what it means to be a 'good student' or a
'good learner'. With the revelation of this newfound

knowledge, they become more confident as learners and
cast off previous perspectives of self as a 'failed
learner' .

U. u.U..JJ.'-J.L .LJ.J.U.LJ.'-JU, educators can create an environment in vvhich
to express, critically reflect on and perhaps revise some of the

tlley hold to be true about themselves as
is based on prelinnnary research carried out ,~th nine

students enrolled in tlle \"'riting course of a pre-wnversity
progranl. It specifically discusses the context in which more and

,,,,ere previously marginalised by an 'academic discourse',
to undertake university education. In order to foster

success, it is important that tllese non-traditional students be
engaged in a university preparatol)' progranl. Opening up
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CHAPTER 13
LEARNING ABOUT LEARNING - A CATALYST FOR

PERSPECTIVE TRANSFORMATION

Julie Willans

Abstract

Non-traditional avenues to higher education have been
offered in Australia for over twenty years and
attract students from a wide range of backgrounds.
These avenues include preparatory programs. Based on
the preliminary findings from research conducted with
nine participants enrolled in a pre-university
preparatory program, this paper illustrates how the
uncovering of individual learning styles can act as a
powerful catalyst in helping students change their
perceptions of themselves as learners. Cranton's
(2002) facets of transformation have been used as a
framework to support the notion of perspective
transformation having occurred. Initial data
analysis findings suggest that in gaining a greater
understanding of personal limitations to their
learning, juxtaposed with the recognition and
appreciation of individual learning strategies that
do work, students can revise the perspective they
have about what it means to be a 'good student' or a
'good learner'. With the revelation of this newfound

knowledge, they become more confident as learners and
cast off previous perspectives of self as a 'failed
learner' .

INTRODUCTION
In teaching for transformation, educators can create an environment in which
students learn to express, critically reflect on and perhaps revise some of the
asswnptions and perspectives they hold to be true about themselves as
learners. 111is paper is based on preliminalY research carried out with nine
mature age students enrolled in the writing course of a pre-university
preparatory program. It specifically discusses the context in which more and
more people, who were previously marginalised by an 'academic discourse',
are now choosing to undertake university education. In order to foster
confidence and success, it is imporLc,nt that these non-traditional students be
supported while engaged in a wliversity preparatory progranl. Opening up
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students' learning styles as a lneans of facilitating their learning
L~L'JL ""'JlL-'-~ is one exanlple of such support. 'rlns learning about leanlillg

for the notions sonle students held about themselves as
"~'-'Ui. A.A......,L '-' in past educational contexts, and provides them vvith the self

on new learning opportunities.

LLAVvuLJ.6ULvL) the ways in wlllch the completion of a leanling styles
students was a transforrnative experience for then1 and

and greater understanding of their individualleaming style
vvere instrumental in transforming their perspectives of

tn(~m:sel'ves as learners. The paper begins by describing the context in vvhich
prograIl1 is situated and provides an indication of the cun~ent

through Ingher education. Cranton's (2002) facets of
.....""....... '-'.... JL ... Jl. ........... '-'LJL' wInch provide the conceptual and analytical framevvork for

then discussed. In terms of data generation, individual and
were the chosen techniques and thematic data analysis vvas

~"'Jl."'U'L'-' ~'-''LIl to isolate recurrent themes in the transcribed data. The major
emerge include 'disrupted realisations', 'the missing linle

learning strategies' and 'confidence'.

CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND

education in Australia is in a period of great change. With the wider
of Brendan Nelson's (Federal Minister for Education and

Education Reforms initiated in 2002, universities are facing
and challenge with regards to their delivery of knovvledge.

1'\/1 r}cclhr'~hr-.T,") of higher education has seen greater numbers of citizens from a
range of backgrounds embarking on what ,vas once considered to be the

the elite. According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
of "changes in educational attainment aIl10ng older people

influenced shifts tovvards life long learning and the need to
knowledge and skills required for changes in the labour

. This is indicated by the increasing education participation rates of
25 to 64 years. Between 1993 and 2003, the proportion of people

age group an educational institution increased froln 6% to
is set to continue for decades to come (ABS, 2004, p.5). In

ABS (2004) reports that between 1993 and 2003, tlIe
of neonle vvith a vocational or higher education qualification

massification of higher education in Australia, greater
r.rrnnriorl for previously marginalised citizens to embark on a

through the provision of wliversity preparatory
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dialogue about students' leanling styles as a means of facilitating their leanling
about learning is one example of such support. This learning about learning
is a cataJyst for dispelling the notions some students held about themselves as
failed learners in past educational contexts, and provides them with the self..
assurance to embark on new learning opportunities.

The paper investigates the ways in which the completion of a learning styles
inventory by these students was a transfonnative experience for them and
how the discoveIy and greater understanding of their individual learning style
preferences were instrUlllental in transforIlling their perspectives of
themselves as learners. The paper begins by describing the context in which
the preparatory program is situated and provides an indication of the current
change sweeping through higher education. Cranton's (2002) facets of
transfonnation, which provide the conceptual and analytical framework for
this paper, are then discussed. In terms of data generation, individual and
group interviews were the chosen teclmiques and thematic data analysis was
employed to isolate recurrent themes in the transcribed data. The major
themes to emerge include 'dismpted realisations', 'dIe missing linle
development ofleaming strategies' and 'confidence'.

CONTEXTUAL BACKGROUND

Higher education in Australia is in a period of great change. With fue wider
implications of Brendan Nelson's (Federal Minister for Education and
Training) Higher Education Reforms initiated in 2002, universities are facing
greater scmtiny and challenge with regards to fueir delivery of knowledge.
Massification of higher education has seen greater numbers of citizens from a
wide range of backgrounds embarking on what was once considered to be fue
domain of the elite. According to dIe Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
(2004, p. 4 of 13), "changes in educational attainment among older people
have been influenced by shifts towards life long learning and dIe need to
develop and update knowledge and skills required for changes in the labour
market". This is indicated by fue increasing education participation rates of
those aged 25 to 64 years. Between 1993 and 2003, the proportion of people
in dlis age group attending an educational institution increased from 6% to
8% and tillS trend is set to continue for decades to come (ABS, 2004, p.5). In
addition, the ABS (2004) reports that between 1993 and 2003, dIe
proportion of people widl a vocational or higher education qualification
increased for all age groups.

In dIe context of dIe massification of higher education in Australia, greater
access has been provided for previously marginalised citizens to embark on a
higher education path through the provision of university preparatory
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intention of the Department of Education,
p. 11) that "individuals should be enabled to

of their personal circumstances and
these individuals are many mature age learners who

but '1\1ho may not have the skills, lmowledge or
so. Furthermore, they bring with them assumptions about

to be a 'good student' or a 'good learner'. 'nle students who
Dn~-unlvreniltvpreparatory programs have tended to follovv

into university not only because of their prior
experiences but also because of age, backgrounds and life

of the main aims of the pre-university preparatory program
this paper is to enable learners to become independent, self

'-A...... "-''0._''-''-... students and disrupt prior assumptions about themselves as learners
2005). Through the utilisation of various processes,

course entitled Language and Learning deliberately fosters critical
'-'JI..L'..,,"-'UL\J.L.L processes, challenging the student to expose past perceptions

thenlselves as leanlers, hold these perceptions up for reflection and
activate a transformation in the perspective(s) they hold of

It--'f''rn.cp!'uPI;:' as learners.

TRANSFORMATION

rd--'Prl"menon of perspective transformation is difficult to define, and this
in (1997, p. 49) statement that "(o)ne of the most elusive

of transformative learning is the definitional outcome of a
transformation". This intangibility means tllat perspective

L .... '-AAAU' ..... '-/A JLAA '-/ A cannot be neatly measured or assessed. Drawing from the
'--' ~ L''--' ...... ' perspective transformation is dermed as "an individual's

rnp'-:ln"I1""lIT perspective or a worldview as a result of critical self
discourse" (Personal communication, Patricia Cranton, 5

Essentially, perspective transformation is about individual
a framework similar to that of Mezirow's (2000) ten phases of

'LA. VC...... UA'-/ ............"" ...... '--".a ... ' Cranton (2002, p. 64) asserts that the process of transforming
be precipitated by an event - perhaps a seemingly mundane

trauma; a random comment; or the actions of
In<llVldUlals question and reflect upon the existing habits of mind

reference they hold, subject them to some degree of critical
come to the realisation that the perspective they hold may be

restricted. Upon reflection, they may perceive this and make
or lnay reaffrrm the perspective they previously held.

i~=~-C'Y>D"'T',{TP transformation can occur suddenly (epochal), or can wlfold over
& Mezirow, 2000, p. 353). Although there is
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programs. This reflect<; the intention of the Department of Education,
Science and Training, (2003, p. 11) that "individuals should be enabled to
fulfil dleir potential, regardless of their personal circumstances and
backgrounds". Among these individuals are many mature age learners who
,vish to enter university but who may not have the skills, knowledge or
confidence to do so. FurdlernlOre, dley bring with them assumptions about
what it means to be a 'good student' or a 'good learner'. rnle students who
typically enrol in pre-university preparatory programs have tended to follow
non-traditional padlways into university not only because of their prior
educational experiences but also because of age, backgrounds and life
priorities. One of dIe main aims of the pre-university preparatory program
discussed in this paper is to enable learners to become independent, self
directed students and disrupt prior assumptions about themselves as learners
(Leal11ing Support Unit, 2005). Through dIe utilisation of various processes,
the writing course entitled Language and Leal11ing deliberately fosters critical
self-reflection processes, challenging the student to expose past perceptions
about themselves as leal11ers, hold these perceptions up for reflection and
critique, and activate a transformation in the perspective(s) they hold of
themselves as leal11ers.

PERSPECTIVE TRANSFORMATION

The phenomenon of perspective transformation is difficult to define, and this
is reflected in Taylor's (1997, p. 49) statement dlat "(o)ne of the most elusive
concepts of transformative learning is the definitional outcome of a
perspective transformation". This intangibility means that perspective
transformation camlOt be neatly measured or assessed. Drawing from ilie
work of Cranton, perspective transformation is defmed as "an individual's
revision of a meaning perspective or a worldview as a result of critical self
reflection and discourse" (Personal communication, Patricia Cranton, 5
November, 2003). Essentially, perspective transformation is about individual
change. Using a framework sinlllar to dlat of Mezirow's (2000) ten phases of
transformation, Cranton (2002, p. 64) asserts dlat the process of transforming
perspectives can be precipitated by an event - perhaps a seemingly mundane
occurrence; an unsettling trauma; a random comment; or the actions of
another. Individuals question and reflect upon the existing habits of mind
and frames of reference tlley hold, subject them to some degree of critical
scrutiny, and corne to the realisation that tlle perspective they hold may be
somewhat restricted. Upon reflection, they may perceive this and make
changes or they may reaffrrm the perspective they previously held.
Perspective transformation can occur suddenly (epochal), or can wlfold over
time (cumulative) ~iessner & Mezirow, 2000, p. 353). AltllOugh there is
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it, its pattern is spiral rather than linear (Cranton, 2002,

and worldviews that individuals hold are created by an
conceptual lenses and filters tllat conlbine to be the

C'r'I.?"f'1"'lI<'lt:::l>C' tl1rou~Jl which they view tlle world. Fron1 the n10ment people are
perceive life largely though the lens of tllat culture.

characteristics of the society they are a part of, and the
<''1Irp~uprc and others throughout life add to the habits of minds

as part of their primary discourse. As Cranton (2002,
"The habits of nnnd that are established may have to do with

interpretation of social systems and issues, morals and
and job-related IU10wledge". Habits of mind are the way one

vievvs the V\Torld, unless challenged through critical reflection.

p. 0,)-00) believes the process of transformation to be
a series of random facets, and refers to these as "facets of
. She believes them to be "a rough guide" to help set up a

... "''-''.... "'JULA"';' environment that promotes transformation. She lists the folloV\ring
'1If'1 .. 'r'1l,1.... n'o· event that typically exposes a discrepancy bet1veen

person has always assumed to be tlue and what has just been
"' 1'-'....., ...... "'-"L ... '-••~ ....... heard or read; articulation of assumptions, that is, recognition of
'I.A ''I.A'''-'Jl A r JLB. ...;, aSSUl11ptlOI1S that have been uncritically assimilated and are largely
'UUlJl'V'-" .........."'~· ... '-"'I.A.." critical self-reflection, that is, interrogation and examination of

terms of origin, the consequences of holding them, and why
important; being open to alternative vie\\'Points; engagement in

where evidence is ,veighed, arguments assessed, alternative
~"'~A,..,tJ~'-"Wl""'~'" ....,,· ........... ....- .. ·...., .....4. and knowledge constructed by consensus; revision of
UJ":'LUlllA.""lLll'-..'llJ.J and perspectives to make them more open and better justified;

revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is
transfoffiled assumptions or perspectives.

whether or not a perspective transformation has occurred
but tllls kind of change can be substantiated by

sonle or all of tlle above facets having OCCUlTed and resulting in a
conversation or attitude. The phenomenon of perspective

and its vehicle - transformative education, continue to be
tune unfolds. Perspective transformation is essentially about

Dersonal transfonnation that occurs through the processes of
DcrsDective one holds, and changing or reconfirming
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some progression to it, its pattem is spiral rather than linear (Cranton, 2002,
p.65).

The perspectives and worldviews that individuals hold are created by an
mtricate series of conceptual lenses and filters that combine to be the
spectacles through which they view the world. From the moment people are
bom into a culture, they perceive life largely though the lens of that culture.
They don the characteristics of the society they are a part of, and the
influence of caregivers and others throughout life add to the habits of minds
that individuals develop as pali of their primary discourse. As Cranton (2002,
p. 65) notes, "The habits of mind that are established may have to do with
our sense of self, interpretation of social systems and issues, morals and
religious beliefs, and job-related knowledge". Habits of mind are the way one
automatically views the world, unless challenged through critical reflection.

Cranton (2002, p. 65-66) believes the process of transformation to be
composed of a series of random facets, and refers to these as "facets of
transformation". She believes them to be "a rough guide" to help set up a
leaming environment that promotes transformation. She lists the follovving
seven facets: an activating event that typically exposes a discrepancy between
what a person has always assumed to be true and what has just been
experienced, heard or read; articulation of assumptions, that is, recognition of
underlying assumptions that have been uncritically assimilated and are largely
unconscious; critical self-reflection, that is, interrogation and examination of
assunlptions in terms of origin, the consequences of holding them, and why
they are important; being open to altemative viewpoints; engagement in
discourse, where evidence is weighed, arguments assessed, altemative
perspectives explored, and knowledge constructed by consensus; revision of
assumptions and perspectives to make them more open and better justified;
acting upon revisions, behaving, talking, and thinking in a way that is
congruent with transfoffiled assumptions or perspectives.

Determining whether or not a perspective transformation has occurred
remains an elusive pursuit, but tills kind of change can be substantiated by
evidence of some or all of the above faceL~ having OCCUlTed and resulting in a
changed action, conversation or attitude. The phenomenon of perspective
transformation and its vehicle - transformative education, continue to be
redefined as time unfolds. Perspective transformation is essentially about
individual and personal transfonnation that occurs through the processes of
critically reflecting on a perspective one holds, and changing or reconfimling
that perspective.
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coined the term over twenty years ago, the phenomenon
transformation and the phases it entails have undergone much

Considered by many to be the father of transformative
studies ,,,,ere largely based on ,,,,omen participating
community colleges and in consciousness raising
Ho\vever, through research and critical discourse,

voices have been added to colour the tapestry of transformative
the phases of perspective transformation have

review. Criticisms of perspective transformation by some
Taylor, 1997) include the notion that it is too

UUIL".U V L in its approach, and t11at the phases of such are too
Clark and Wilson (1991) allude to the exclusivity of

earlier work and the social, political and historic limitations of the

LUv.!.v0J. as the phenomenon continues to evolve and undergo critique
essentially involves the notion of personal change, with an

acts as a catalyst for that change. One such catalyst can be the
of a greater understanding of individual learning style

"-"Jl'-, .... "-"Jl ...."-""~L1 and how this knowledge can facilitate dialogic exchanges which
adult leaTIlers' prior perceptions about their abilities as learners.

it can equip them vvith strategies and new knowledge to
Jl'--'u.... Jl.I.Jl.... .l.M strengths as well as adopt appropriate techniques to

nerceivecl shortcomings of their previous learning styles.

PERSPECTIVE TRANSFORMATION: A LEARNING
EXAMPLE

notion of leaming styles is a contested term as alluded to by
Bull (2004), and it is important to understand that learning styles

static. Keefe (n.d. cited in Felder & Brent, 2005, p. 58) claims that
are "characteristic, cognitive, affective, and psychological
senre as relatively stable indicators of how learners perceive,

and resDond to the learning environment". Learning styles or
many factors including gender, age, personality

'L'--'A" ... tJ''-'-'' "-''-'-AA'~'''A'L and can change over time, as the outside world influences
teachers teach, but how students think they should learn. Such
'"-y'\·"r..,rT~,·,,,T to learners as they come to realise that changes can

greater understanding of one's leanling style preferences can also
into the way one can learn 1110St effectively. Felder
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Since Mezirow first coined the term over twenty years ago, the phenomenon
of perspective t:ransfOlmation and the phases it entails have undergone much
scrutiny and review. Considered by many to be the father of transformative
learning, Mezirow's early studies were largely based on women participating
in re-entry programs at community colleges and in consciousness raising
groups (Mezirow, 1978). However, through research and critical discou:rse,
many more voices have been added to colour the tapestry of transformative
learning. More specifically, the phases of perspective transformation have
come under critical review. Criticisms of perspective transfOlmation by some
(Merriam & Cafarella, 1999; Taylor, 1997) include the notion that it is too
rational and objective in its approach, and that the phases of such are too
rigid. In addition, Clark and Wilson (1991) allude to the exclusivity of
Mezirow's earlier work and the social, political and historic 1irnitations of the
theory.

Nevertheless, as the phenomenon continues to evolve and undergo critique
and change, it essentially involves the notion of personal change, with an
event that acts as a catalyst for that change. One such catalyst can be the
exercise of gaining a greater understanding of individual learning style
preferences and how this knowledge can facilitate dialogic exchanges which
challenge adult learners' prior perceptions about their abilities as learners.
Furthermore, it can equip them with strategies and new knowledge to
capitalise on learning strengths as well as adopt appropriate techniques to
compensate for the perceived shortcomings of their previous learning styles.

FACILITATING PERSPECTIVE TRANSFORMATION: A LEARNING
STYLES EXAMPLE

The notion of preferred learning styles is a contested term as alluded to by
Gordon and Bull (2004), and it is important to understand that learning styles
are not static. Keefe (n.d. cited in Felder & Brent, 2005, p. 58) claims that
learning styles are "characteristic, cognitive, affective, and psychological
behaviours that serve as relatively stable indicators of how learners perceive,
interact with, and respond to the learning environment". Learning styles or
preferences are shaped by many factors including gender, age, personality
and temperament and can change over time, as the outside world influences
not only how teachers teach, but how students think they should learn. Such
knowledge is important to learners as they come to realise that changes can
be made. A greater understanding of one's leanling style preferences can also
provide valuable insight into the way one can leam most effectively. Felder
(n.d.) states dIat:
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ULU.U.'-'ULJ nreterentlally take in and process information in different
and hearing, reflecting and acting, reasoning logically
analysing and visualizing, steadily and in fits and

When l1usmatches exist between learning styles of 1110st
a class and the teaching style of the professor, the students

becolne bored and inattentive in class, do poorly on tests, get
uJ.~,-,vuragedabout the courses, the curriculum, and themselves, and in

to other curricula or drop out

can be used to instil confidence in adult learners and
greater understanding of their individual learning style

'--'JI."-'A. '--'..1.-«''-''--'0. One but effective tool used in the preparatory program
research is based is Soloman and Felder's Index of Leanling

u,-,veloned in 1991. Felder and Spurlin (2005, p. I) describe this
choice instrument with forty-four items that classify
~ferences for one category or the other in each of the

areas: active (learn by trying things out) or reflective (learn by
sensing (concrete thinker, practical, oriented

and procedures) or intuitive (abstract thinker, conceptual,
towards theories); visual (prefer material presented visually) or

ll1aterial presented using written or spoken explanations);
thinking process} or global (holistic thinking process).

COll1S1stentlv indicates tllat when people are taught according to their
JI. ...... <A.A AAJUI..&.,.. style their academic achievement, attitude, self esteem,

outlook towards the future improve (Sims & Sims, 1995, p. 4).
be that a greater understanding of individual learning

'-.,1.'-.,.1. '-.,u'-.,es could be viewed as a catalyst for perspective transformation.

S'rUDY

IJUA. LJ.'GAtJU..lJ.LJ at the focus of tllis research formed a small subset of a larger
students in Language and Learning, the \tvriting course of a

preparatory program in autunm of 2004. An
extended to all class members to participate in the research.

tJULL LA.'I._,A.tJ<AA.A.L0 volunteered: three males and six females, ranging in age
49 years. Specific data collection tools utilised in the research

of face-to-face interviews, comprising semi-structured
and . semi-stIuctured group interviews vvith nine

a 1110re confidential environrnent for each
voice to be heard because they had the opportuIlity to discuss
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Students preferentially take in and process infonnation in different
ways: by seeing and hearing, reflecting and acting, reasoning logically
and intuitively, analysing and visualizing, steadily and in fits and
starts... When mismatches exist between learning styles of most
students in a class and the teaching style of the professor, the students
may become bored and inattentive in class, do poorly on tests, get
discouraged about the courses, the curriculum, and themselves, and in
some cases change to other curricula or drop out
(ht ()J:// \vw\y.nes ll. cd ll/Jddcr-Pllblic/Lcan ling Styles .hlm]).

Many strategies can be used to instil confidence in adult learners and
encourage a greater understanding of their individual leaming style
preferences. One simple but effective tool used in the preparatory program
upon which tlns research is based is Soloman and Felder's Index of Learning
Styles (ILS), developed in 1991. Felder and Spurlin (2005, p. 1) describe tlris
index as a multiple choice instrument with forty-four items that classify
students as having preferences for one categOly or the other in each of the
following four areas: active (learn by trying things out) or reflective (learn by
thinking things through); sensing (concrete thinker, practical, oriented
towards facts and procedures) or intuitive (abstract thinker, conceptual,
oriented towards theories); visual (prefer material presented visually) or
verbal (prefer material presented using 'written or spoken explanations);
sequential (linear think.ing process) or global (holistic thinking process).
Research consistently indicates tllat when people are taught according to their
individual learning style their acadenric achievement, attitude, self esteem,
discipline and outlook towards tlle future improve (Sims & Sims, 1995, p. 4).
It could then be argued tllat a greater understanding of individual learning
style preferences could be viewed as a catalyst for perspective transfonnation.

ABOUT THE STUDY

The participants at tlle focus of tllis research formed a small subset of a larger
group of adult students in Language and Learning, the writing course of a
thirteen week pre-university preparatory program in autumn of 2004. An
invitation was extended to all class members to participate in the research.
Nine participants volunteered: three males and six females, ranging in age
from 19 to 49 years. Specific data collection tools utilised in the research
process consisted of face-to-face interviews, comprising semi-structured
individual interviews and' semi-structured group interviews witll nine
participants.

Individual interviews provided a more confidential environment for each
participant's voice to be heard because they had the opportunity to discuss
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"vhile group intervie\vs provided opportunities for
and group dynamics. Hovvever, in ,,,Teek tvvo of the

course, and prior to the intervievvs, as part of a Language and
the class cOlllpleted Soloillan and Felder's Index of

cOlnpletion of tllls index, they each identified tlle
be able to use to compensate for shortcomings in their

those \rVOuld utilise to capitalise on their learning
Such interventions promoted dialogic encounters tllat \vere
enhance critical self-reflection on the part of the participants.

on the experience of completing this activity in the subsequent
providing me with evidence to support the notion that

-r..CJ<rC'T'CJ<r·t~''1l.rp transfomlation may have occurred.

r·r-."t'Y"\t,.1"tIl~ll.,r\YII of these semi-structured individual and group interviews was
times during the course, \l'\rith a two or three week interval

asked were: ~at issues have challenged your
Language and Learning? Do you feel your views have

\vay as a result of Language and Learning? Ho\v has Language
Interviews were taped and then transcribed. To

process, an adaptation of the collective understandings of
~Jl)ousedby Aronson (1992), Leininger (1995) and Boyatzis

utilised. This entails rmding patterns in the data "that at the
Im:nm[lUIll describes and organizes possible observations or at the maximum

aspects of tlle phenomenon" (Boyatzis, 1998, p. vii). 1"1he use of
enabled me to detect recurrent theilles \vhich emerged as

undenvent investigation. In providing evidence of changed
the verbal responses of the participants have been included.

lJ(,"~'1l1r'I"1r-"'1lT1nf""'C' have been used to ensure confidentiality.

process of reading and rereading the data in the preliminary
1,,11r-.'\:lInY-,,£T' recurrent themes relating to the indi,ridual as a learner
UF~"-'U realisations; the missing link: development of learning

('f-r'-~l~DrnD(,' confidence. Cranton's (2002, pp. 65-66) "facets of transfoIDlation"
used as a conceptual framework in determining the possible
r-CJ<rC'T,pr·t~''1lTP transfonnation having occurred. Completion of the
Felder's Index of Learning Styles represented an activating event

.,ICU'L.a"-''-ALd because it exposed "a discrepancy between \"That a person has
to be hue and "'That has just been experienced, heard or

pp. 65-66). This activity provided the catalyst for other
occur, e,ridenced by changed perspectives of the
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their own perspectives, while group interviews provided opportunities for
generating discussion and group dYIlamics. However, in week two of the
thirteen week course, and prior to the interviews, as part of a Language and
Learning lesson, the class completed Soloman and Felder's Index of
Learning Styles. Upon completion of tIlis index, tI1ey each identified the
strategies they would be able to use to compensate for shortcomings in tI1eir
learning and/or those tI1ey would utilise to capitalise on their leaming
strengtils. Such interventions promoted dialogic encounters that were
designed to enhance critical self-reflection on the part of tI1e participants.
They ref1ected on tile experience of completing tIlls activity in the subsequent
interviews, thereby providing me witI1 evidence to support the notion that
perspective transforn1ation may have occurred.

A combination of tI1ese semi-structured individual and group interviews was
conducted five times during tI1e course, witI1 a two or three week interval
between. Key questions asked were: What issues have challenged your
tI1ought'i so far in Language and Learning? Do you feel your views have
changed in any way as a result of Language and Learning? How has Language
and Learning helpcd you? Intervicws werc taped and tI1en transcribed. To
assist in tI1e analysis process, an adaptation of tI1e collective understandings of
tI1ematic analysis espoused by Aronson (1992), Leiningcr (1995) and Boyatzis
(1998) was utilised. This entails fmding patterns in the data "tI1at at tI1e
nlinirnum describes and organizes possible observations or at tI1e maximum
intcrprets aspects of tI1e phenomenon" (Boyatzis, 1998, p. vii). The use of
thematic analysis enabled me to detect recurrent tI1cmes which emerged as
tI1c data undenvent investigation. In providing evidence of changed
perspectives, the verbal responses of the participants have been included.
Pseudonyms have been used to ensure confidentiality.

FINDINGS

In the iterative process of reading and rereading the data in the preliminary
research, the follo'.'1.ng recurrent tI1emes relating to tI1e individual as a learner
emerged: disrupted realisations; the missing link: development of learning
strategies; confidence. Cranton's (2002, pp. 65-66) "facets of transforn1ation"
have been used as a conceptual framework in determining the possible
instances of perspective transfonnation having occurred. Completion of the
Soloman & Felder's Index of Learning Styles represented an activating event
for tI1e students because it exposed "a discrepancy between what a person has
always assumed to be true and what has just been experienced, heard or
read" (Cranton, 2002, pp. 65-66). This activity provided tI1e catalyst for otI1er
facets of transformation to occur, evidenced by changed perspectives of the
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the consequent emergence of the first the111e: 'disrupted

HEALISA'rIONS

event, the Index of Learnu1g Styles allovved for tl1e
individual lean1ing styles and suitable learning

lnany p~uticipants spoke about changed perspectives of
1-~'C.'t--",""I('Di'.r,r_,,(' as learners. 'rhree participants, Bart, Barb and June reflected on

of 'self as a learner' and how, as a result of cOlnpleting the
the tlley previously held with regards to themselves as

unden/vent change. Bart was one '\tvho alluded to a discrepancy
t-,pl-'()ur'pn what he had ahvays assurned to be true about hilnself as a lean1er

had now come to realise. He said: After completing the Learning
I became so excited as I realised that I ,vas not dumb after

greater understanding of his learning style preferences, Bart
sense of exhilaration and liberation as he was released fro111 past

VL0<J-UUI.LJl.iJl..Jl\JLJ.0 about his learning abilities. He also gave an indication as to how
his cognitive abilities, expressed by his description of

"dwnb". 'rhe process of completing the inventory and gaining new
about his abilities as a learner ,vas quite possibly the catalyst or

lLlL"'-' ..,A.UC.......... ".I=. event for Bart's changed perceptions.

another vvho revealed a sunilar discrepancy between what she had
true about herself as a learner and what she had C01l1e to

abilities. She noted: Before doing the Index of Learning
considered myself to be a failed lean1er. I now feel like I am part of

I have learnt that I have a different learnu1g style than other
realise that I aI11 not stupid. Barb's use of the label "failed lean1er"

LJlL'-..JLA.'VVLLIVCI the assumptions she held with regards to her learnu1g
alluded to prior feelings of exclusion as a result of this
indicated that upon compietiI1g the inventory, she had gained
about her learning. 'rhis knovvledge appeared to liberate her

neRative because she could recognise that she lean1t
other and that that was quite acceptable. She ,vas

un:sn2lcKled from her previous label of "stupid" and expressed a new sense of
herself as a learner changed, acco1l1panied by a

hinted of optimism.

Jl-AL"UI, ... ,-O .. lLL......,'--A that as a result of completing the Index of Leanung Styles,
iJ......, ....· "--'''-'IJLJl.'JJl.Jl.,y of her abilities as a learner were disrupted. She said: I always

Jl.Jl.'J !iJ'\..d.'L;O,) L'-''lA', LL.JU.· A.M sOlne tlungs, but after completing tl1e Index of
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participants ,md the consequent emergence of the first theme: 'disrupted
realisations' .

DISRlWTED REALISATIONS

As ill1 activating event, the Index of Learning Styles allowed for the
identification of preferred individual learning styles ill1d suitable leill-ning
strategies, ill1d milllY pill"ticipants spoke about ehill1ged perspectives of
themselves as leillTIers. Three pillticipill1ts, Billt, Barb ill1d JW1e reHeeted on
past notions of 'self as a leill-ner' ill1d how, as a result of completing the
inventory, the perspectives they previously held with regards to themselves as
learners w1derwent chill1ge. Bart was one who alluded to a discrepill1cy
between what he had always assrnned to be true about himself as a learner
ill1d what he had now come to realise. He said: After completing the Learning
Styles Inventory, I bee;une so excited as I realised that I was not drnnb after
all. In gaining a greater understill1ding of his learning style preferences, Bart
expressed a sense of exhilaration ill1d liberation as he was released from past
assumptions about his learning abilities. He also gave an indication as to how
he viewed his previous cognitive abilities, expressed by his description of
himself as "dwnb". The process of completing the inventory and gaining new
lmowledge about his abilities as a learner was quite possibly the catalyst or
activating event for Billt's chill1ged perceptions.

Barb was illlOther who revealed a similar discrepill1cy between what she had
assumed to be true about herself as a leilll.ler and what she had come to
realise about her abilities. She noted: Before doing the Index of Learning
Styles I considered myself to be a failed le;uner. I now feel like I ;un part of
something ill1d I have learnt that I have a different leilllling style thill1 other
people! I realise that I an1 not stupid. Barb's use of the label "failed learner"
clearly indicates the prior assrnnptions she held with regards to her learning
abilities. She alluded to prior feelings of exclusion as a result of this
perception illld indicated that upon completing the inventory, she had gained
new lmowledge about her leill"ning. This knowledge appeared to liberate her
from past negative assumptions because she could recognise that she learnt
differently to other people, ill1d that that was quite acceptable. She was
unshackled from her previous label of "stupid" and expressed a new sense of
inclusion. Her perception of herself as a leill"l1er chill1ged, accompill1ied by a
new outlook tl1at hinted of optimism.

June also indicated that as a result of completing the Index of Learning Styles,
past perceptions of her abilities as a learner were disrupted. She said: I always
felt I was hopeless leaming some things, but after completing the Index of
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I have discovered I anl not as dumb as I thought I vvas.
,,,Tord "hopeless" speaks of a sense of despair and futility

the she once held about her learning abilities.
\Aulsation that her leanling abilities vvere not as fruitless as she

she \\Tas not "duIllb", occurred as a result of an activating
£~r'.r.~'t)leting the inventol)'. In terms of Cranton's "facets of

p. 65-66), June's progression was that she was then
recognise the assUl1lptions she held \¥ith regards to her learning

l.-.\.IJJU.ALJ."'-'J, question or hold theIll up for revision and change the perspective
to herself as a leanler. She could then articulate and act

congruent \t\rith her transformed perspective. Barb and Bali indicated

LINK: DEVELOPMENrr OF LEARNING

to emerge froIll the research findings \vas 'the missing link:
"-Jl.'L-V '-'A\J.JJ.l.A"~J..L1L of stTategies'. Some participants indicated· that, as a

'--'''-J .......... ,..J ... ...., .............,!-, the Index of Learning Styles, they were now able to gain
111'"lnprct"'lI1,;r'frt'lI{T of specific strategies needed to make their individual

I=.. ",~""""·,,rr ='V",=r~=~f'~H'more effective. Bart reflected:

lmovv verbal learning helps me best so I vvilI talk ideas over
more to find out different points of view. I now

can remember concepts if they have some meaning to
had understood that there were strategies I could have

in my school days, I am sure my learning experiences
have been more positive.

"'Tho identifIed the strategies needed to capitalise

I have come to understand that I learn best
something or imagine it. I no\v understand

learn and I anl 11luch more confident and I am
strategies tllat suit my particular learning style.

event, tlle inventol)' allo\ved the participants to identify
prior leanling, and upon reflection, use this new knowledge

isation of future leanling situations. Statements such as "I
............. " ... '--'A. L' ....AA. ... " ... how I learn best" indicate progression tlrrough tlle "facets of

in the sense that previous assulllptions about past learning
vvere exposed to reflection and an altenlate

In some \vays, it appears as if a missing link has been
a revision of assulllptions and a nevv perspective or
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Learning Styles, I have discovered I am not as dumb as I thought I was.
June's use of the word "hopeless" speaks of a sense of despair and futility
with regards to the perspective she once held about her learning abilities.
However, a realisation that her learning abilities were not as fruitless as she
thought, and that she was not "dumb", occurred as a result of an activating
event, in this case, completing the inventory. In terms of Cranton's "facets of
transfonnation" (2002, p. 65-66), ]WlC'S progression was that she was tllen
able to recognise the assumptions she held witll regards to her learning
abilities, question or hold them up for revision and change tlre perspective
she held with regards to herself as a learner. She could then articulate and act
in ways congruent with her transformed perspective. Barb and Bart indicated
a similar progression.

THE MISSING
STRATEGIES

LINK: DEVELOPMENT OF LEARNING

Another tlleme to emerge £i'om tlle research fIndings was 'tlre missing link:
development of learning strategies'. Some participants indicated that, as a
result of completing tlre Index of Learning Styles, tlrey were now able to gain
a greater understanding of specilic strategies needed to make tlreir individual
learning experiences more effective. Bart reflected:

I lmow verbal learning helps me best so I will talk ideas over
vvith people more to fInd out different points of view. I now
lmow I can remember concepts if tlley have some meaning to
me. If! had understood tllat tlrere were strategies I could have
used in my school days, I am sure my learning experiences
would have been more positive.

JWle was anotller participant who identifIed the strategies needed to capitalise
on her learning strengths:

As a visual learner, I have come to understand that I learn best
when I can picture something or imagine it. I now understand
how I learn best, and I anl much more confIdent and I am
aware of strategies that suit my particular learning style.

As an activating event, tlle inventory allowed the participants to identify
baniers to their prior leaming, and upon reflection, use tlris new knowledge
to facilitate optimisation of future learning situations. Statements such as "I
now understand how I learn best" indicate progression through tlle "facets of
transfomlation" in the sense that previous assumptions about past leaming
experiences were examined, exposed to reflection and an altenlate
perspective arrived at. In some ways, it appears as if a missing link has been
found, resulting in a revision of assumptions and a new perspective or
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v\lith regards to ho,;\! learning could be optimised.
IUloH1ledge of individual learning style preferences

a for the parti.cipants to reflect on past asswnptions as to WIlY
in the past "vere not positive. 'rhis perhaps

pvnhn"lhtYI--. for rnisnlatches that may have occurred between
L"-'<AL LLULF.. expenences,

to emerge from the findings vvas that of 'confidence'. 1'he
indicates that the discovery of lean1ing styles was an

UF,l.LA.I..JLl.L,>;; experience for some, as they CaIne to have a greater understanding
experiences. This possibility instilled a renewed

confidence for Barb, who observed:

vvork I completed in the fIrst few weeks on learning styles
like discovering a key to not only my character and

but to my brain and I knovv this vvill be invaluable
few years of study. I have experienced a real change

no'vv feel I have the confidence to go on.

also reflects this ne,vfound confidence who said: I didn't think I had it in
succeed here at uni. No,v I feel I can. Discovering my learning styles

whole ne"v chapter in my life and in my potential to learn.

conveyed a sense of liberation as past assumption of
learners become transfonned. A new assumption relating to self-

about what they could potentially achieve became obvious. In
acquisition of new knowledge about leanling styles to that of

, Barb clearly indicated a ne,v awakening or perspective,
could on her future leanling engagements. June also hinted at

n"'I;CC'lIt-,lhj!'"1lT of enhanced learning opportUluties for the future vvhen she
COlrrmnellted that leanling style had "opened up a whole new chapter in my

of the "facets of transfonnation", both Barb and June indicated
Y'l. ....,0,rM;-""""<:'1If'\, .. ..,, froIll exalnining \vhat they had ahvays assumed to be true about

to nevv assumptions and perspectives. Such a
of a more optimistic way of looking at learning, for the

1I""lrh/~1"","ln1-C' 'iVere able to make links beuveen their enhanced knowledge and
understan~1111lgof individual learning style preferences, and tlle more positive
,,1I11·1·,....f'\,~/"'C' lJ'U'U'':• .A.IJJl''-' in future learning engagements.

prelinunary fIndings to support the notion tllat
lIn... rfprC'1-"}nrhnrr and awareness of one's prefen-ed learning styles have
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wlderstanding with regards to how leaming could be optimised.
Furthermore, new Imowledge of individual leaming style preferences
provided a means for the participants to reflect on past assumptions as to why
their learning experiences in the past were not positive. TillS perhaps
provided some explanation for mismatches that may have occurred between
prior teaching and leanllng experiences,

CONFIDENCE

A third theme to emerge from the findings was that of 'confidence'. The
research in tills study indicates that tile discovery of leaming styles was an
uplifting experience for some, as they came to have a greater wlderstanding
of past negative leaming experiences. TillS possibility instilled a renewed
sense of confidence for Barb, who observed:

The work I completed in the first few weeks on leaming styles
has been like discovering a key to not only my character and
leaming styles but to my brain and I know tills will be invaluable
in the next few years of study. I have experienced a real change
and I now feel I have the confidence to go on.

June also reflects this newfowld confidence who said: I didn't think I had it in
me to succeed here at wll. Now I feel I can. Discovering my learning styles
has opened a whole new chapter in my life and in my potential to leam.

The participants clearly conveyed a sense of liberation as past asswnption of
self as leamers become transformed. A new assumption relating to self
assurance about what they could potentially acllleve became obvious. In
likening the acquisition of new knowledge about leaming styles to that of
"discovering a key", Barb clearly indicated a new awakening or perspective,
one that could impact on her future leaming engagements. June also lllnted at
the possibility of enhanced leaming opportUlllties for the future when she
commented that leaming style had "opened up a whole new chapter in my
life". In terms of the "facets of transformation", both Barb and June indicated
a progression from examining what they had ahvays asswned to be true about
themselves as learners, to new asswnptions and perspectives. Such a
revelation speaks of a more optimistic way of looking at leaming, for the
participants were able to make links between their enhanced knowledge and
understanding of individual learning style preferences, and tile more positive
outcomes possible in future leaming engagements.

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented prelinllnary fmdings to support the notion that
greater understanding and awareness of one's prefened learning styles have
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to act as a catalyst for perspective transformation. Research
a snlall group of rnature age learners in a pre-university

progranl support dlis contention. Cranton's (2002, p. 65-66)
. transfornlation" have been used as a framework to interrogate the
support the notion that perspective transformation could be said to

The deliberate utilisation of a simple and by no means
,., ~ tool functioned as an activating event and learners variously moved

of transfornlation. As a result, they came to change
held vvith regards to themselves as learners. In summary,

for tlns paper revealed tlrree major themes: 'disrupted
'the missing link: developnlent of leannng strategies'; and

about learning' can be a catalyst for change, as
revise perspectives they hold of themselves, identify appropriate

to facilitate their learning, and potenti.ally engage in more
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Transforming qualitative information: Thematic analysis
code development. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage Publications.

& A. (1991). Context and rationality in Mezirow's theory
transformative learning. Adult Education Quarterly, 41 (2), 75-91.
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the potential to act as a catalyst for perspective transformation. Research
conducted with a small group of mature age learners in a pre-university
preparatory program support this contention. Cranton's (2002, p. 65-66)
"facets of transformation" have been used as a framework to interrogate the
data that support dle notion dlat perspective transformation could be said to
have occurred. The deliberate utilisation of a simple and by no means
defInitive tool functioned as an activating event and learners variously moved
through the facets of transfomlation. As a result, they came to change
perspectives they held vvith regards to themselves as learners. In summary,
date"l analysed for dlis paper revealed three major themes: 'disrupted
realisations'; 'dIe nllssing link: development of learning strategies'; and
'confidence'. 'Learning about learning' can be a catalyst for change, as
learners can revise perspectives fuey hold of themselves, identifY appropriate
learning styles to facilitate dleir learning, and potentially engage in more
positive learning experiences.
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